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Abstract

This is the summary report of the Top Quark Kinematics working group prepared for
Snowmass 2013. We study theoretical predictions for top pair differential distributions,
in both boosted and un-boosted regimes, and present an overview of uncertainties and
prospects for top spin correlations. We study the prospects for measuring the inclusive
SM top pair production asymmetry AFC at LHC 14 as a function of systematic error,
and show that some improvement over current systematic uncertainties, as customarily
handled, is required for observing a SM-size asymmetry. Cuts on top pair invariant mass
and rapidity do not substantially alter this conclusion. We summarize the conclusions
of contributed studies on alternate LHC measurements of the tt̄ production asymmetry,
in tt̄+jet final states and in forward top production at LHCb, both of which show good
prospects for observing SM-size asymmetries in 50 fb−1 of data at LHC14.

1 Introduction

The top quark, the heaviest known elementary particle, has a lifetime significantly shorter
than the time scale required for hadronization. Due to this short lifetime, bare top quark
properties can be observed by measuring the kinematics of the top’s decay products. Top pair
production events are important both as a signal in their own right and as a background to
physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM). A detailed understanding of top quark kinematics
is necessary in order to observe potential effects of BSM physics in top pair production, or to
predict top backgrounds for signals of direct BSM production.

This white paper collects the results of the Top Kinematics working group prepared for
Snowmass 2013. It contains results of dedicated studies performed by the coordinators of the
working group (A. Jung, M. Schulze, and J. Shelton), with additional input from T. Schwarz,
and summarizes the conclusions from contributed studies by S. Westhoff and S. Berge and by
the LHCb collaboration, which appear in full elsewhere [1, 2].
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Figure 1: NLO QCD predictions [3] for transverse momentum, rapidity and rapidity difference
at the 14 TeV LHC. Blue error bars correspond to scale variation by a factor of two around
mt. Dark red error bands correspond to variation of different MSTW pdf error sets. The
additional band in the yt distribution shows the variation with NN pdf error sets.

Section 2 begins with a study of theoretical uncertainties on basic kinematic distributions
in top quark pair production at the 14 and 33 TeV LHC, and in Section 3 the same un-
certainties are considered for the high pT tails of the top quark production cross-sections.
Section 4 summarizes results on top quark spin correlations. In Section 5, the observability
of the inclusive SM top quark charge asymmetry at the 14 TeV LHC is studied as a function
of experimental systematic uncertainties. Section 6 summarizes studies for alternate measure-
ments of the top quark production asymmetry, both in tt̄+jet final states at LHC 14 and LHC
33 and inclusively at LHCb.

2 Basic kinematic distributions

In this section we summarize theoretical uncertainty estimates for top quark pair production
at the 14 TeV and 33 TeV LHC. The results are obtained from the publicly available pro-
gram MCFM [3] at next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD. Uncertainties are estimated by varying
renormalization and factorization scales as well as by using different parton distribution func-
tions and their error sets. We assume stable top quarks and consider the total tt̄ cross section
and distributions in the top quark transverse momentum, its rapidity and the difference of top
and anti-top quark rapidity. The aim of this study is to provide error estimates that can be
used to extrapolate uncertainties on more complicated observables that involve the top quark
decay products. Explicit NLO predictions for top-quark pair production and decay have been
presented in Refs. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].

The total NLO QCD tt̄ cross section at the 14 TeV LHC is 845 pb. Next-to-leading order
QCD corrections reduce the scale dependence by more than a factor of two and enhance the
total cross section by 30%. The residual scale uncertainty amounts to about 12% when varied
by a factor of two around mt = 173 GeV. Variations of 40 error sets of the MSTW pdf set [15]
amount to shifts of about 2 % of the total cross section at leading and next-to-leading order
QCD. Using the different pdf fits of the NN group [16], we find a total cross section with a
central value deviating by less than one % from the MSTW result. However, the error bars of
NN pdfs are significantly larger than those in the MSTW pdf sets, amounting to about 8 %.

In Fig. 2 we show the kinematic distributions of top quark transverse momentum, rapidity
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Figure 2: NLO QCD predictions [3] for top quark transverse momentum and rapidity with
pt⊥ ≥ 600 GeV at the 14 TeV LHC.

and the rapidity difference between top and anti-top quark at NLO QCD. The transverse
momentum distribution can be predicted with an approximate uncertainty of 15-20%. In
contrast to the LO predictions, which have an almost constant error over the entire p⊥ range,
NLO effects show largest scale dependence close to threshold and smaller scale dependence
at higher energies. Variations from different MSTW pdf error sets amount to about a 2-8%
spread in the p⊥ bins. The rapidity distribution of a top quark has a residual scale dependence
of up to 20% in the central region. In Fig. 2 we also show error bars from variations of both
MSTW and NN pdf error sets. It is striking that uncertainty estimates of the NN pdfs are
significantly larger than the ones from MSTW, reaching a similar size to the scale variation
band. Nevertheless, the central values agree well. The difference between top and anti-
top rapidities is sensitive to the top quark charge asymmetry at the LHC. We find similar
uncertainties as for the rapidity distribution. However, here, NLO effects introduce significant
shape changes with respect to the LO, as can be seen from the differential K-factor in the
lower pane of the plot.

Increasing the LHC center of mass energy from 14 TeV to 33 TeV increases the total tt̄
cross section by a factor of 6 to almost 5 nb. The residual scale uncertainty is 11%, similar
to the 14 TeV case. Uncertainties from pdfs are expected to be larger since the gluon large-x
pdfs is only weakly constrained. The K-factor is notably smaller at K = 1.23.

3 Boosted kinematics

In this section we summarize theoretical uncertainties of the previously presented observables
in the boosted regime at the 14 TeV LHC. In particular, we require that pt⊥ or pt̄⊥ ≥ 600 GeV.
The NLO tt̄ cross section is 1.05 pb [3], about 800 times smaller than the total NLO cross
section. Scale variations by a factor of two around a central scale of µ0 = 600 GeV give an
uncertainty of 15%, similar to the total NLO cross section. Error bands of MSTW pdfs are
about 10%, twice as big as compared to the total cross section. In Fig. 3, we show transverse
momentum and rapidity distribution and their uncertainties for pt⊥ or pt̄⊥ ≥ 600 GeV. The error
bars of single histogram bins range up to 20-30%. NLO QCD corrections induce moderate
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Figure 3: Distributions of the dilepton azimuth angle from Refs. [30, 24, 26], respectively.
Fig. (a) shows spin correlated (solid) and spin uncorrelated (dashed) top quarks. The hatched
area around the solid lines corresponds to scale variations. Fig. (b) compares SM tt̄ spin
correlations with 200 GeV stop quarks decaying into a massless neutralino and a top quark.
In (c) NLO QCD predictions are shown for SM tt̄ (black), fermionic partners of mass 500 GeV
(blue) and scalar partners of mass 250 GeV (red). The corresponding K-factors are shown in
the lower pane.

shape changes but the overall K-factor of 1.45 is 10% larger than for the total cross section.
It is interesting to note that the calculations of Refs. [17, 18] indicate that soft-gluon effects

can be important at high energies. In particular, Ref. [17] considers the p⊥ distribution and
finds corrections of up to 100% wrt. NLO results for highly boosted top quarks. Similarly, the
authors of Ref. [18] calculate the soft plus virtual approximation to NNLO QCD correction
of the tt̄ invariant mass distribution and come to similar conclusions. For example, at mtt̄ =
1.5 TeV their approximate NNLO corrections exceeds the size of the corresponding NLO QCD
correction. These results are in apparent tension with the O(15− 30%) uncertainty estimates
obtained in NLO QCD calculations, and further work will be required to resolve this point.

The effects of weak virtual corrections in tt̄ production have been studied e.g. in Ref. [19]
(see also references therein). Effects on the total cross section are small, at 2% for LHC energies
of 14 TeV and 33 TeV. The corrections can be significantly larger in the tail of energy-related
differential distributions. As shown in Ref. [19], at transverse momenta pt⊥ ≈ 1 TeV weak
virtual corrections are −10% with respect to the LO prediction, and they grow to −18% at
pt⊥ ≈ 2 TeV. Similarly at invariant masses of mtt̄ ≈ 2 TeV the corrections amount to −6%.
Effects of partial cancellations between these weak virtual corrections with the corresponding
emission of collinear Z and W bosons has been studied in Ref. [20]. It was found that at
pt⊥ = 500 GeV the cancellation is 1-2%. At higher energies pt⊥ ≈ 1 TeV the cancellation
can become larger, but the details of acceptance cuts may significantly affect the relative
importance of the weak boson emission processes.

4 Top quark spin correlations

Top quark spin correlations are a unique tool for studying the interplay between electroweak
and strong physics in the top quark sector. After the evidence of top quark spin correlations
at the Tevatron [21] and recently the observation at the LHC [22, 23], experimental analyses
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will soon be able to probe the effects of New Physics models on SM spin correlations.
The cleanest tt̄ samples are the ones with two opposite sign leptons in the final state. Spin

correlations in this di-leptonic decay mode manifest themselves most prominently in the angle
between the two leptons. In fact, the azimuthal opening angle has been shown to be most
robust under higher order corrections and parton showering effects. The effects of higher order
corrections have been studied e.g. in Refs. [9, 10]. For standard acceptance cuts, NLO QCD
effects introduce shape changes of at most 20%. If additional cuts are applied that enhance spin
correlations, NLO corrections increase the correlation even further. Electroweak corrections
have negligible effects, and scale variations are vanishingly small because distributions are
typically normalized (see Fig. 4 a). On the experimental side, the reconstruction of the lepton
opening angle in the laboratory frame does not involve the kinematics of other particles and can
therefore be extracted with small systematic uncertainties. The normalized azimuthal opening
angle distribution is therefore an ideal observable for studying top quark spin correlations.
Of course, other constructions such as helicity angles, double differential distributions, and
asymmetries can also be explored.

It has been shown that top quark spin correlations can be used to distinguish SM top
quarks from scalar or fermionic partners. For example, using spin correlations alone light
stop quarks of mt̃ = 200 GeV can be excluded at 95% C.L. using 20 fb−1 at the 8 TeV
LHC [24]. It is also possible to use spin correlations for distinguishing heavy fermionic top
partners from scalar partners. It has been pointed out [25, 26] that QCD corrections play an
important role in correctly understanding these processes. In fact, for the pair production of
light scalar top partners with mt̃ ≤ 300 GeV and heavy fermion partners with mT ′ ≥ 500 GeV
(decaying into tt̄ final states plus large missing energy), significantly different NLO K-factors
can result in approximately equal cross sections σNLO

t̃t̃∗
≈ σNLO

T T̄ ′
. Spin correlations, however,

show significantly different shapes and help to separate the two hypotheses. Fig. 4 c shows
an example for the processes pp → t̃t̃∗(mt̃ = 250 GeV) → tt̄ + χ0χ0(mχ0 = 50 GeV) and
pp → T T̄ ′(mt̃ = 500 GeV) → tt̄ + A0A0(mχ0 = 50 GeV). It should be noted that NLO K-
factors (lower pane of Fig. 4 c) are similar in size to the separation between SM tt̄ production
and the BSM signals, emphasizing the importance of higher order effects for these processes.

In the event of a discovery of a new resonance which decays into tt̄ pairs, top quark spin
correlations can also be used to analyze the couplings of this new particle [27, 28]. Another
interesting aspect are New Physics contributions to the top quark chromomagnetic µ̂t and
electric d̂t dipole moments. Refs. [29, 30] demonstrate that New Physics contributions to µ̂t
and d̂t can be exposed through spin correlations in the di-leptonic and in the semi-leptonic
decay mode. From the dileptonic sample of the 20 fb−1 run at 8 TeV, it should be possible
to constrain Re µ̂t and Re d̂t at the few percent level. The imaginary parts Im µ̂t and Im d̂t
can be constrained from lepton-top helicity angles in the semi-leptonic channel where a full
reconstruction of the tt̄ system is possible. Using the same dataset limits of about 15-20% are
possible. Ref. [29] finds that constraints of 1% or below are possible with 100 fb−1 at 13 TeV.
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5 Inclusive Top Quark Charge Asymmetry at LHC 14

Here we detail some estimates toward the measurability of the SM forward-backward asym-
metry AFC at the 14 TeV LHC. The increased center of mass energy, relative to LHC 7 and
LHC 8, increases the proportion of tt̄ events that arise from (symmetric) gluon fusion, so the
size of the signal decreases with increasing center of mass energy. As we will demonstrate
below, the observability of the SM asymmetry at LHC 14 depends sensitively on the evolution
of experimental systematic uncertainties, and we will discuss prospects and scenarios for their
improvement.

Already at LHC 7, measurements of the top forward-central asymmetry are systematically
limited. Current LHC measurements in the lepton+jets channel are done with the full 5 fb−1

7 TeV dataset. CMS finds [31]

AFC = 0.004± 0.010± 0.011. (1)

ATLAS, in their similar study, marginalizes over sources of systematic uncertainty according
to a novel procedure [32] and claims [33]

AFC = 0.006± 0.010 (2)

where the quoted uncertainty is now almost entirely statistical in origin. Prior to the marginal-
ization, the individual systematic uncertainties tabulated in Table 3 of Ref. [33] add in quadra-
ture to a total systematic uncertainty comparable to that of CMS’ result. Without this
marginalization procedure, the systematic uncertainty on the current measurements of AFC is
comparable to the size of the predicted SM effect [34],

AFC = 0.0123± 0.0005 (3)

at LHC 7.
SM predictions for LHC 14 as a function of cuts on minimum top pair invariant mass mtt̄

or velocity βtt̄ are calculated in Ref. [34] and shown in Fig. 5. Specifically, we use predictions
for the quantity

AηFC =
N(∆|η| > 0)−N(∆|η| < 0)

N(∆|η| > 0) +N(∆|η| < 0)
(4)

where ∆|η| ≡ |ηt| − |ηt̄| looks at whether the reconstructed top or anti-top is more central
according to lab-frame pseudo-rapidity. Cutting on either CM invariant mass or CM rapidity
increases the proportion of q-q̄-initiated top pair events relative to gluon-initiated events, and
thus enhances the signal. It can be seen from Fig. 5, however, that even after imposing
kinematic cuts, the size of the signal at the 14 TeV LHC is comparable to the systematic
uncertainties on the current measurements. Unlike at the 7 TeV LHC, statistical uncertainties
will not be limiting given current projections for the integrated luminosities to be achieved at
14 TeV.

The dominant contributions to the experimental systematics are collected in Table 1. Sev-
eral systematic uncertainties arise from uncertainties associated with the nature of the mea-
surement of the forward charge asymmetry, as well as assumptions in background and top
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Figure 4: Inclusive NLO SM predictions for the top quark asymmetry (left) and inclusive
lepton asymmetry (right) as a function of minimum CM invariant mass. Points with error
bars are results calculated in Ref. [34], showing the theoretical uncertainty arising from scale
variation; the curves are interpolations used in the present study. Incorporating standard
acceptance cuts on the leptons reduces the lepton asymmetry by more than a factor of two.

quark modeling. Each uncertainty is treated in its own way, but the common technique for
AFC is to compare a measurement using a baseline model with one where one of the inputs
has been varied within its known error.

Systematic uncertainties taken into account in measurements of AFC include those from de-
tector effects (such as jet energy scale/resolution, lepton energy scale/resolution, and pileup),
modeling uncertainties (such as MC generator and hadronization, MC-derived backgrounds,
and PDF uncertainties), and uncertainties from measurement techniques (such as unfolding).
The leading two systematics in each measurement are either simulation modeling uncertainties
or calibration uncertainties for leptons and jets. These uncertainties will not necessarily scale
with integrated luminosity without improvements in technique. Jet energy and lepton energy
scale, which are derived from comparisons between data and Monte Carlo, could possibly be
reduced in a larger dataset, though uncertainties are currently dominated by disagreement
between Monte Carlo generators. Moreover, any increased pileup will likely contribute to in-
creasing the overall uncertainty. However, jet and lepton energy scale uncertainties are already
small enough to allow a significant measurement of AFC > 0.01 in the semi-leptonic channel
if tt̄ modeling uncertainties can be significantly reduced, at least by half. One approach to
reducing the limiting modeling uncertainties has already been advanced by ATLAS in their
most recent semi-leptonic measurement [33].

Additionally, combining measurements across experiment and channel will further reduce
uncorrelated uncertainties, allowing for reductions in the overall systematic uncertainty. Given
that systematic uncertainties on AFC are already on the order of 0.01, it is certainly reasonable
to assume that a significant measurement of the SM forward charge asymmetry will be possible
at LHC 14, and will grow in significance for physics beyond the Standard Model which predicts
an enhancement. However, it will largely be improvements in modeling techniques that will
allow this, not increased integrated luminosity, and no further benefit is obtained at the HL-
LHC.

We present three scenarios for potential improvement of systematic uncertainties to show
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Figure 5: SM asymmetry compared to projected uncertainty on the measurement in the
lepton+jet channel at LHC 14, as a function of minimum mtt̄, with three different scenarios
for the improvement of systematic uncertainties with luminosity. The dotted line shows the
SM (QCD and EW combined) predictions of Ref. [34], and the dashed line shows 0.5 ×
the asymmetry to indicate 95% CL sensitivity. Top left: statistical error only. Top right:
statistical error combined in quadrature with systematic error given by Eq. 1 at 5 fb−1, with
0.8 of the systematic uncertainty scaling as 1/

√
L. Bottom left: statistical error combined

in quadrature with systematic error given by Eq. 1 at 5 fb−1, 0.5 of which scales as 1/
√
L.

Bottom right: statistical error combined in quadrature with systematic error given by Eq. 1
at 5 fb−1, 0.3 of which scales as 1/

√
L.
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Experiment Channel Leading Systematic Second Leading Systematic

ATLAS Semi-leptonic Jet energy scale Lepton energy scale

0.003 0.003

Dileptonic tt̄ model dependence Multi-jet modeling

0.015 0.012

CMS Semi-leptonic tt̄ model dependence Lepton energy scale

0.007 0.006

Dileptonic Migration matrix (+Sys.) tt̄ model dependence (-Sys)

+0.01 -0.03

Table 1: Measurements of AFC using approximately 5 fb−1 of 7 TeV data at CMS and ATLAS
for both tt̄ decay channels. The two largest systematics are shown along with their respective
magnitudes. Note that the dilepton measurement at ATLAS evaluates systematics separately
for each lepton channel and combines them to reduce the overall systematic uncertainty; the
listed systematic uncertainties are for the electron-electron channel. The migration matrix
uncertainty, as listed in the CMS dilepton measurement, is due to the finite Monte Carlo
statistics used in the response matrix of an unfolding technique.

the sensitivity range at LHC 14 that results. In Fig. 5 we plot statistical and combined
statistical+systematic uncertainties on AFC at LHC 14. Statistical errors are shown assuming
semi-leptonic top pair decays with an approximate (flat) efficiency for top identification and
reconstruction of ε = 0.2 per (semi-leptonic) event. This efficiency represents the requirement
that at least one (isolated) lepton and at least 4 jets lie within |η| < 2.4, with pT,j > 30
GeV, pT,e > 30 GeV, and pT,µ > 20 GeV, with the further requirement that solving quadratic
equations for the missing neutrino four-momentum yield a physical solution. The cross-section
is normalized to a NLO prediction of 845 pb using a constant K-factor. In all cases we take
the systematic uncertainty at 5 fb−1 to be given by the systematic uncertainty reported by
CMS with 5 fb−1 of LHC 7 data, and then evolve the systematic uncertainties with luminosity
assuming a fraction (0.3, 0.5, 0.8) of the systematic uncertainty scales as 1/

√
L. Based on

this estimate, with sufficient luminosity, LHC14 will have sensitivity to the SM asymmetry
if at least 0.5 of the systematic errors scale with luminosity. Optimistic scenarios involving
significant improvement in modeling techniques would more closely resemble the “statistical
only” cases, and would have excellent prospects with much less luminosity.

5.1 Leptonic charge asymmetry

The dileptonic channel offers another window into top pair production asymmetries, albeit at
smaller statistics due to the reduced branching fraction. Current LHC measurements in the
dileptonic channel are done at 7 TeV and have, with 5 fb−1, comparable systematic errors to
those in the semileptonic channel [35, 36]. An alternate possibility in the dileptonic channel
is to measure an asymmetry of the leptons rather than of the tops themselves,

A`` =
N(∆|η`| > 0)−N(∆|η`| < 0)

N(∆|η`| > 0) +N(∆|η`| < 0)
, (5)
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Figure 6: SM inclusive lepton asymmetry compared to projected uncertainty on the measure-
ment at LHC 14, as a function of minimum mtt̄, with and without systematic uncertainties.
The dotted line shows the SM (QCD and EW combined) predictions of Ref. [34], the dashed
line shows 0.5 × the asymmetry, and the dash-dotted line shows 0.25 the asymmetry to give
a rough estimate of 95% CL sensitivity recalling the washout due to finite lepton acceptance
cuts. Left: statistical error only. Right: statistical error combined in quadrature with system-
atic error given by ∆A = 0.007 at 5 fb−1, with 0.8 of the systematic uncertainty scaling as
1/
√
L.

where ∆|η`| ≡ |η`+| − |η`−|. The systematic uncertainty quoted in the measurement of this
leptonic asymmetry is smaller than the uncertainty on the parent top asymmetry, 0.6% in
CMS [36] and 0.8% in ATLAS [35]. However, the asymmetry itself is also smaller, especially
when realistic geometric acceptance cuts are taken into account. We emphasize that including
standard acceptance cuts decreases the size of the lepton asymmetry by more than a factor of
two [34].

To estimate the reach in the leptonic asymmetry we use an approximate (flat) efficiency for
top pair identification and reconstruction of ε = 0.25 per dileptonic top pair event, again ac-
counting for geometric and pT acceptance and an additional finite efficiency for reconstructing
the top pair from the measured missing momentum. Results are shown in Fig. 5.1. Observa-
tion of the SM effect in this channel does not look promising; the reduction in the systematic
error bars is more than compensated by the intrinsically smaller signal.

6 New observables for the top charge asymmetry at the

LHC

In contrast to AFC in tt̄ production, the asymmetry in tt̄ + j final states has the advantage
that it is non-vanishing at LO and NLO calculations are available [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. It
was found that higher order corrections in the production and in the decay process reduce
the LO asymmetry AFB at the Tevatron. Refs. [39, 42] provide arguments for these effects
which should also hold for AFC at the LHC. Ref. [43] introduces two new observables to access
the production-level asymmetries in tt̄+ j events. First, the incline asymmetry measures the
asymmetry in the relative angle between the decay plane (i.e., that containing the t, t̄ and jet),
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b)a)

Figure 7: Observability contours of asymmetry variables in tt̄+jet final states at LHC14, as a
function of cuts on tt̄+jet events. Left: the incline asymmetry as a function of the minimum
required incline angle and the minimal required system rapidity |ytt̄j|. Right: the energy
asymmetry as a function of the minimum required energy difference and the minimal required
system rapidity. Further details are available in Ref. [43, 2].

and the production plane (i.e., that defined by the jet and the incoming partons). Second, the
energy asymmetry between the t and t̄ energies is particularly useful for probing asymmetries
in qg-initiated events. A Snowmass 2013 study for these variables was carried out in [2], and
the results are briefly summarized here.

In tt̄ + j events, the incline asymmetry (as opposed to the forward-central asymmetry)
benefits from the additional information provided by the tt̄ + j event kinematics. Ref. [43]
finds that it is possible to measure an incline asymmetry of the order of 4% with a significance
of three standard deviations with 100 fb−1 at 14 TeV (see Fig. 6).

Extrapolating this to 3000 fb−1 of integrated luminosity yields a significance of about
16 s.d. for both observables.Calculations carried out for the new observables are currently
performed at leading order, and NLO corrections to the new observables could be sizeable,
thus affecting the projected sensitivities.

Because of the decreasing fraction of qq̄-initiated events with increasing center-of-mass
energies, a measurement at 100 TeV would require extremely strong cuts to suppress the gg
initial state contributions. For reasonably large asymmetries of around 8% wide |y|, cuts of
up to 5 are needed for the rapidity of the tt̄+ j system [2].

6.1 Asymmetry at LHCb

Measurement of a top-antitop rate asymmetry at the LHCb experiment could provide further
information on the top quark asymmetry [44]. LHCb has unique capabilities to measure
the charge asymmetry in top quark production. An official LHCb study was performed for
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Snowmass 2013 [1] and the results are briefly summarized here.
In top quark production at LHCb, as at ATLAS and CMS, the best reach is provided by

the lepton+jets decay channel, although the dileptonic decay channel can provide supplemen-
tary reach. Table 2 summarizes cross sections as predicted by POWHEG within the LHCb
acceptance. The uncertainties are estimated from scale variations, comparing the central PDF
sets from different groups (CTEQ, MSTW, NNPDF) and shower as well as tagging uncertain-
ties. Despite lower backgrounds in the dilepton final state, the production yield at LHCb
makes measurements in the dilepton decay channel not statistically significant, although the
high luminosity phase of the LHC may offer enough integrated luminosity to change this
conclusion.

Channel σ (fb) at 8 TeV σ (fb) at 14 TeV

lb 675± 110 5353± 780

lbj 254± 41 2758± 410

lbb 111± 22 1296± 233

lbbj 68± 13 860± 156

ll 79± 15 635± 109

llb 19± 4 417± 79

Table 2: Summary of tt̄ inclusive cross section channels within LHCb acceptance for LHC8
and LHC14. The predicted cross sections are computed with a 60 GeV cut for the transverse
momentum of the leading b jet.

The large pseudorapidity coverage at LHCb allows differential charge asymmetry measure-
ments to be made in the forward region. Here on one hand the intrinsic size of the asymmetry
is enhanced, and on the other hand, the dominant asymmetric background from W+jet pro-
duction is reduced. The study [1] concludes that with enough (expected integrated luminosity
after LS1 is 50 fb−1) integrated luminosity at 14 TeV a measurement of the charge asymmetry
in top quark production at the LHCb can be done. The high luminosity phase of the 14 TeV
LHC makes it possible to also measure the charge asymmetry in the dilepton decay channel.
No degradation due to pile-up effects is anticipated, allowing unchanged trigger settings with
respect to current 7 and 8 TeV running conditions. Measurements from LHCb are comple-
mentary to the measurements in the central region performed by ATLAS and CMS and thus
contribute to a deeper understanding of top quark production. A combination of LHCb results
with those from ATLAS and CMS would shed further light into the top charge asymmetry
puzzle.

7 Conclusions

We have presented an overview of the theoretical understanding of top quark pair produc-
tion, presenting a unified study of uncertainties in top kinematic distributions and surveying
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prospects for and uncertainties in top spin correlations. LHC 14 has good prospects for re-
solving outstanding questions in boosted top production cross-sections and production asym-
metries. Good control of systematic uncertainties is necessary to decisively measure a SM-like
top pair production asymmetry at LHC 14, but other, less inclusive observables, such as the
incline asymmetry of Ref. [43] or the forward rate asymmetry at LHCb, are less limited by
systematic uncertainties.
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